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Chapter 91: Egg of the Golden Horn 

  Because Wang Yi had given instructions, these guards did not take the initiative to take the golden 

horn beast egg back. Instead, they reported it back and stayed here, waiting for Wang Yi to come. 

   As soon as Wang Yi received a report from the guards, he was originally fighting with Hong on 

Mars, and when the Thor two were practicing, he immediately rushed back in the spacecraft. 

   half an hour later. 

   A stream of light appeared on the horizon, expanded rapidly, and flew down to the Pacific Ocean, 

turning into a black flying saucer-shaped spacecraft with a diameter of over 100 meters. 

   This spacecraft is Wang Yi's best c9-class spacecraft today. 

   The hatch opened, and Wang Yi in a black and red combat uniform flew out and rushed directly 

into the sea. 

   After Wang Yi flew out, the spacecraft slowly sank into the sea by itself. 

   Soon, deep in the bottom of the sea, Wang Yi also saw the oval black egg with a diameter of about 

twelve meters, with strange golden markings on the black egg shell. 

   After reading it carefully, Wang Yi couldn't help showing a smile on his face. "It really is the egg of a 

golden horn behemoth. You did a good job." 

   was praised by Wang Yi, and the members of the slave guard who first discovered the golden horn 

behemoth egg all beamed with joy. 

   Wang Yi once promised them that as long as he can work hard for him, he will be free in the end. 

   And if you perform well and make outstanding contributions, you can also be free in advance. 

   After being free, they can also choose to leave to live on other planets, or continue to stay and 

work for Wang Yi. 

  Wang Yi flew onto the oval-shaped black dome, stood on it, and stepped on it. The surrounding 

guards all looked at it silently. 

   They don't actually know what it is, they only know that the owner is very important to it. 

   "Sign in." Wang Yi said silently in his heart. 

  【Ding, congratulations to the host for signing in successfully, and rewarding the golden horn 

behemoth’s talent secret method ‘Clone’. 】 

  【You have got the talent secret ‘Clone’. 】 

  【Number of check-ins available for this place: 0】 
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A mysterious, unimaginable force poured into Wang Yi's body in an instant. In his Dantian world, among 

the eight fiery red miniature planets, they condensed into a red mystery pattern with a diameter of 

more than 20 centimeters and covered with countless mysteries. The transparent crystal ball exudes red 

light. This transparent crystal ball is called the pronucleus, also known as the'soul pronucleus' and 

the'origin pronucleus'. 

   And Wang Yi's consciousness is connected to it, and you can see that inside the pronucleus is a 

world that seems to be boundless, haunting infinite faint mist. 

   Pronucleus: The sphere condensed by the secrets of talent, just like the pronucleus that the 

Golden Horn behemoth is born with, it is self-contained and can be used to nurture life, but it has 

nothing to do with the improvement of the host's strength. 

   The host's enhanced strength is still cultivated like a normal human, but with an extra pronucleus 

in the body. 

  Like a giant golden horn, the pronucleus is the real key to the host! 

   And Wang Yi can use pronucleus to use other biological gene tissues to create three clones of his 

own! 

  The limit of creation is that it cannot exceed a life that is one hundred times higher than its own 

genetic level. 

  In other words, Wang Yi himself is three times the genetic level, so he can breed a life with a 

genetic level below three hundred times! 

   is also a planetary star, a universe level, and a world master level. 

   As long as the pronucleus is not destroyed, even if humans and clones continue to be destroyed, 

Wang Yi can continue to regenerate through the pronucleus. 

   is equivalent to a human with the secret method of the golden horn monster clone talent! 

   Wang Yi is very satisfied with this reward. 

  Three clones, plus the human deity, there will be four bodies in the future. 

   What's even more powerful is that it can actually nurture a hundred times the genetic level of life! 

  In other words, although Wang Yi's own body genetic level is only three times, he can already breed 

a golden horn behemoth with 10 times the genetic level! 

   But... the golden horn behemoth, Wang Yi doesn't like it very much. 

The golden horn behemoth is only one of the twelve pinnacle bloodlines among the star behemoths. 

The genetic level is only 10, which is more powerful than those in the universe. There are hundreds of 

thousands of genetic levels at random, with the ability to guard against the sky. Special lives are 

inherently weaker. 



   And those special beings, it is very easy to break through to immortality, unlike the golden horn 

behemoth, the Zerg mother emperor, these peak blood races, it is very difficult to break through to 

immortality! 

  Wang Yi didn't want to choose the golden horn monster to breed clones now, unless there is no 

better choice. 

  Wang Yi has a fire attribute, and the golden horn behemoth is metallic, and the attributes do not 

match. 

   If it is the ‘flaming star behemoth’ of the twelve pinnacle bloodlines, perhaps Wang Yi would 

consider it. 

And he doubted that even if he gave birth to the golden horn monster clone, it is not certain whether 

the golden horn monster clone can continue to use his clone talent secret method, otherwise, as long as 

the golden horn monster below the master level is continuously captured, wouldn’t it be okay? Have a 

large number of clones? 

"I have to choose the three avatars carefully, rather than arrogantly." Wang Yi knows very well that if he 

can only have three avatars in his life, then each avatar is an indispensable part and is related to his 

future strength and development. . 

   However, this time, Wang Yi's ability to save his life has been greatly strengthened, not to mention 

the strength of Wang Yi's talent and secret method. 

   In a very good mood, Wang Yi once again turned his attention back to the golden horn beast egg 

under his feet. 

   Since he already has the secret method of clone talent, the golden horn monster's egg is not so 

important to him. 

   After thinking about it, he ordered: "Move this egg back to me." 

   Leave this egg to Luo Feng. As for how Luo Feng chooses to seize the golden horn beast and 

regenerate a human body, it has nothing to do with Wang Yi. 

   However, Wang Yi believes that Luo Feng will not be so short-sighted and will make a wise choice. 

  ... 

   "Wang Yi, you are so happy, did you encounter any good things? Did your wife give birth?" In the 

evening, when Wang Yi logged into the virtual universe and met Thor and the others in Jiuxing Bay, Thor 

couldn't help but joked. 

   "Go!" Wang Yi didn't bother to pay attention to the bald head of this hippie smile. 

   This dead bald head always makes fun of Wang Yi's unborn child. Wang Yi has already seen him 

displeased. 

   It is not without reason that Thor was beaten so badly by Wang Yi in reality. 

   But he himself didn't seem to realize the root cause, and he still joked about Wang Yi happily. 



   deserve it! 

   "By the way, Luo Feng, I have something to tell you." Wang Yi looked at Luo Feng who was smiling 

beside him. 

   Luofeng can now be called a fame and success, the spring breeze is proud, the enemy Li Yao is 

dead, Li Yao's widow, Vinina, did not dare to make trouble, fled back to Europe, did not dare to appear 

in China again. 

Not only has he become the descendant of Meteorite Star, he has served as the supervisory envoy of 

the Jiangnan General Guild Hall, and he has recently been fighting with Xu Xin...In a word, he has 

reached the pinnacle of his life, and he has barely married Bai Fumei and reborn two big fat boys. NS. 

   "What's the matter?" Luo Feng asked casually. 

   Wang Yi stared at Luo Feng, his serious expression made him involuntarily serious. 

   And next to Hong, Lei Shen saw Wang Yi's expression so serious for the first time, and he stopped 

talking and looked at them quietly. 

   I was just wondering what on earth Wang Yi was going to say to Luo Feng, so solemnly. 

   Then they all heard Wang Yi say: 

   "Luo Feng, if you are given a chance now to make you improper, but you can become stronger 

quickly, would you like it?" 

Chapter 92: Luo Feng: I'm not a man anymore! 

   "Golden Horn Giant Beast's Egg?" Hong, Lei Shen, and Luo Feng are all unclear. 

   After all, they did not know the existence of the star behemoth. 

   But Baba is different. 

   "Golden horn behemoth? You actually found an egg of a golden horn behemoth?" 

   Babata's face was full of excitement, and her voice became sharp. 

   Luo Feng was taken aback by him, and asked cautiously: "Babata, what is the Golden Horn?" 

  Hong and Thor are also very curious. Seeing the shocked appearance of Babata, who has always 

been arrogant and arrogant, shouldn't the golden horn beast be a great existence? 

   "Luo Feng, you are the natives of the earth, so you don't know it." Babata said excitedly, "Golden 

Horn Behemoth, but one of the Twelve Pinnacle Bloodlines of Star Behemoth!" 

   "Don't know the starry sky behemoth? Then you always know the universe level, don't you? As 

long as the starry sky behemoth grows naturally, the lowest is the universe level!" 

"And the twelve pinnacle bloodlines among the star behemoths are even more powerful. They are the 

most terrifying star behemoths. The larvae are the'planet stars'... the youth is the'universe level', and 
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the middle age is the'domain master'. , The peak period is the'world lord'. This is the peak bloodline in 

the universe." Babata's tone was filled with excitement. 

   Immortal powerhouses cannot be achieved by blood, so the bloodline that can become the master 

of the world is the highest bloodline in the universe. 

   Hong, Thor, Luo Feng, they were all shocked. 

   They all know the hierarchies in the universe. It takes only a thousand galaxies for a realm master 

to give birth to one. This is especially true of how difficult it is to become a realm master. 

   But, there is no need to break through in the universe, and can naturally grow into the race of the 

world lord? 

   This is incredible! 

  Babata did not care about Luo Feng and the others, but fixed his gaze on Wang Yi, a little 

unbelievable, "Wang Yi, did you really get a golden horn beast's egg? Did you admit it?" 

Barbata could not help but suspect that the golden horn beast is so against the sky, and the number is 

naturally very rare. In the vast universe, it is extremely difficult to meet a golden horn beast. It is Barbata 

who accompanies its owner to roam in the universe for thousands. For thousands of years, I have never 

encountered a golden horn behemoth! 

   Not to mention the golden horn beast's egg! 

  Babata is very clear about what it means. 

   Because of this, it is so excited. 

   "Of course." Wang Yi looked directly at Babata's wide **** eyes, "I'm pretty sure, it is definitely an 

egg of a golden horn beast, an egg that hasn't hatched yet." 

  Babata couldn't help it anymore, "Where is that egg? We will look for it right away." 

   Wang Yi said, "No, I have already let people take it to a hidden base on the sea. I came here to ask 

Luo Feng, do you want to seize the golden horn behemoth?" 

   Luo Feng was at a loss, "Me? Seizing the house?" He didn't understand what this meant. 

   Wang Yi nodded, "Yes, seize the golden horn behemoth, and then you are the golden horn 

behemoth, and you can easily cultivate to the master level in the future." 

   Luo Feng's expression became weird, and it sounded like it was for his own good, but he left a 

human being to do nothing, and what a golden horn beast he should do. 

  Besides, he didn't even know what the golden horn monster was, it sounded like a savage and 

vicious giant monster. 

   "If this is the case, why don't you seize the house?" Luo Feng asked inexplicably. He didn't believe 

that Wang Yi had given him such a precious opportunity. 

   Thinking from another point of view, Luo Feng himself couldn't be so generous. 



   Wang Yi smiled faintly: "Because I don't need it. Of course I have my own reasons, but you don't 

need to know. You just have to consider whether or not to take the Golden Horn behemoth." 

   Babata hurriedly said: "Luo Feng, this is a good thing, take away the golden horn behemoth, you 

will cultivate many times faster than now, but it is very easy to become a realm master, and immortality 

is also very hopeful!" 

   Luo Feng hesitated, "But, but, I want to be a human..." 

Wang Yi looked at Luo Feng's reluctance and said, "Even if you take away the golden horn behemoth, 

you can continue to be a human being. The golden horn behemoth has the talent and secret method of 

clone. It can breed three clones in its life. A star can give birth to one, and you can use it to nurture your 

earthly body, which is almost exactly the same as your current body." 

   "Really?" Luo Feng was a little moved at first, but he was even more moved when he heard Wang 

Yi say this. 

   Originally he was just the body and identity of a reluctant earthling. Now that he has the best of 

both worlds, his inner persistence is shaken. 

   Coupled with the fact that Babata was instigating a three-inch persuasive tongue to persuade him, 

in the end, Luo Feng finally decided to take away the golden horn monster...'s egg. 

   And this is also the best opportunity. The golden horn beasts that are being bred have no 

resistance, and Luo Feng has the inheritance soul mark left by the master of Meteor Star, and the 

possibility of seizing the house can be said to be 100%. 

   After seeing Luo Feng's agreement, Wang Yi told Luo Feng and Babata the location of the overseas 

base. They can take home anytime they want. 

   Luo Feng certainly won't go to seize the house now, because he is not a star at the moment, and 

he has to wait for a while and practice the "Soul Seal" secret method. 

   But with the help of Babata, Wang Yi believes that there is no problem for Luo Feng to seize the 

Golden Horn behemoth. 

After finishing the golden horn behemoth, Wang Yi left it alone, and began to stay in Jiangnan Base City 

with Gao Yurong and his family at ease while practicing ~www.mtlnovel.com~ In September, Wang Yi's 

physical fitness was well practiced. The ninth-level star, and the mental power, also reached the peak of 

the eighth-level star. 

   And Luo Feng has already broken through to the star level, and is working hard to cultivate "Soul 

Seal" to prepare for the seizure of the golden horn behemoth. 

From time to time, the four of them go out together to hunt the monsters on the earth, especially the 

two monster kings'Thunder Dragon Emperor' and'Eight-Clawed Beast Emperor' who are entrenched in 

the depths of the sea. They used to be greatly affected by their strength in the sea. Hong and Lei Shen 

have never been able to kill the two big beast kings, and now they are both powerful, and it is no 

problem to kill this monster king. 



   After the death of the two leading beast kings, and the entire human world, because of the 

massive deaths and injuries of the king-level monsters, the situation has improved as never before. The 

morale of humans has been greatly boosted, and they are preparing to eliminate some dangerous 

monster gathering areas on the land and prepare for the counterattack. 

   But this has nothing to do with Wang Yi. 

   In October, Gao Yurong, Lin Youyu, and Shen Yan gave birth to six children. Wang Yi became a 

father at once and was very busy. 

   Unlike a normal newborn child, Wang Yi’s child is just one month old and has already crawled fast. 

He can even learn to walk, showing an extraordinary talent. 

   And Hong, Thor, Luo Feng and others also came to congratulate Wang Yi. 

   Seeing a few small things hanging on Wang Yi like a koala, Hong sighed: "These children are really 

extraordinary." He couldn't help but move his mind when he saw it. 

  The blood of the strong is naturally stronger than ordinary people. 

   What's more, Wang Yi's, his own genetic level is placed in the human race, I am afraid that he is 

the top. 

   His children inherited his lineage, and they are naturally unusual. 

   "Hahaha..." Wang Yi's joyous laugh lingered in the castle courtyard. 

Chapter 93: Chilong Star 

"Pingping, An'an, Xixi, Lele, baby, Beibei, eat well..." In the living room on the first floor, the first-time 

mother Lin Youyu and the others are taking care of the children, while Wang Yi is practicing in the secret 

room on the seventh floor of the castle. . 

   "It took three months to finally get a star rating..." Wang Yi opened his eyes and sighed. 

   is now January 22, 2058 in the Chinese calendar. 

   In September last year, Wang Yi was already a ninth-level star, but it was not until January this year 

that he broke through. 

   "Since the breakthrough has been made, then time is almost the end." Wang Yi felt a little 

complicated. 

"dad!" 

   "Baba!" 

  …… 

   The six little guys in the lobby, who were taken care of by Gao Yurong and a group of maids, cried 

out with milk when they saw Wang Yi appearing. 
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Although they were only a few months old, these little guys grew up much faster than ordinary children, 

especially in terms of intelligence. Now they can pronounce clearly and know who their parents are, 

especially to Wang Yi, who is very close. . 

   That is an instinct that comes from the depths of the blood. 

   Perhaps because of inheriting excellent genes from their parents, all six children are very cute. 

   Wang Yi couldn't help but burst into a smile, picked up the children, gave them a hard kiss on their 

pink cheeks, and made them giggle. 

   This kind of warm feeling made Wang Yi very reluctant. 

   But he knows that there are some things he must do. 

   The difference now is for the sake of staying together for a longer time in the future. 

   Wang Yi was a little bit self-deprecating in his heart. 

   China time February 1, 2058. 

   In addition to Luo Feng staying on the earth and working hard to seize the Golden Horn behemoth, 

Hong and Thunder God will embark on a journey to the universe with Wang Yi. 

  …… 

  Red Dragon Star, located in the Yatta galaxy of the Black Dragon Mountain Empire, is a well-known, 

remote and desolate volcanic planet. 

   The reason why this planet is famous is that a giant star beast was found here hundreds of 

thousands of years ago, and it is said to be the ‘flaming star behemoth’ among the twelve peaks of the 

star behemoth. 

   But this ‘flaming star behemoth’ was hiding in this star and swallowing its energy secretly, but was 

accidentally discovered by a realm master who passed by. 

   Of course, a great war broke out. 

   The last realm master fell, and the ‘flaming star behemoth’ had left before other powerful men 

from the Black Dragon Mountain Empire rushed over and disappeared. 

   And Chilong Star is said to be the place where the ‘flaming star behemoth’ has even lurked, and 

there are many traces that seem to be the activity of the ‘flaming star behemoth’. 

   Red Dragon Star is about 5 million light-years away from the Milky Way. Even if Wang Yi rides on a 

c9-class spacecraft that reaches 3 times the speed of light in the dark universe, it will take about a 

month to get here. 

   But they were not idle either, they were cultivating in the spaceship all the way. 

   On this trip, Wang Yi brought out the eight strongest ninth-level bodyguards in the guard. 



   When encountering some key planets along the way, Wang Yi occasionally stopped to sign in, but 

basically he would never stay on a planet for more than a week. 

   In total, I have signed in almost 20 times and have received many rewards. 

   Relying on these rewards, Wang Yi's physical fitness quickly reached the third rank of the constant 

star, and his mental power reached the first rank of the constant star, and he sold a lot of money. 

For example, he signed a Tier 4 force weapon "Frost Blade" on a planet called "Ice Leaf Star" in the 

middle of the planet, where an ancient world master once practiced, and sold it on the bank of the 

universe galaxy. More than 80 billion dry witch coins. 

   Ordinary Tier 3 force weapons, sold for 20 to 30 billion black dragon coins (average price). 

   Tier 4 Force Weapon has sold nearly 100 billion dry witch coins. 

   The price of Tier 5 Force weapons is even more terrifying, with an average price reaching nearly 

100 billion Universe Coins (1 Universe Coin can be exchanged for about 3300 Dry Witch Coins)! 

   This Tier 4 Force weapon has greatly reduced Wang Yi's net worth in an instant! 

   Now Wang Yi’s assets in the Universe Galaxy Bank account have exceeded one million Black 

Dragon Coins! 

   However, Wang Yi is now only a one-star customer at the Universe Galaxy Bank. 

   If you want to become a two-star customer, you must have the balance of your account to reach 

the limit of 10 billion Universe Coins! 

   is about 33 trillion dry witch coins! 

   The average price of a planet is 1 trillion black dragon coins, which is equivalent to 700 million dry 

witch coins. In other words, 10 billion cosmic coins is equivalent to close to 50,000 life planets. 

   Even if it is the earth, in the Black Dragon Mountain Empire, it only needs 3 trillion Black Dragon 

Coins to buy it! 

  The wealth that two-star customers need is so amazing, let alone the three-star, four-star, and five-

star customers behind! 

   For every level up, the required wealth increase is very exaggerated! 

   With this wealth, Wang Yi repurchased a large amount of resources for cultivation, and, in one of 

the planetary slave markets, bought two cosmic first-order slaves! 

   It probably cost Wang Yi 30 trillion black dragon coins! 

   But for Wang Yi, it was worth it. After all, they didn't know what they would encounter when they 

came out on this trip. They could have two cosmic bodyguards. It can be said that they are already very 

safe in this star field. 

   And Hong and Lei Shen were even more shocked by Wang Yi's wealth. 



   Although they followed Wang Yi all the way, they didn't know where the wealth and treasures of 

Wang Yi came from. 

   But they are all human beings. Since Wang Yi didn't take the initiative to speak, they wouldn't ask. 

   could reach Chilong Star in one month, but because of Wang Yi, it took about two months to reach 

this planet. 

Although Chilong Star is very famous in the nearby area, its harsh natural environment prevents it from 

becoming a habitable life planet. It is covered with volcanic lava and the temperature is extremely high. 

It is difficult even for planetary stars. Survive here. 

And there is a very large molten lake on the planet, covering an area of more than 10,000 square 

kilometers. It is infinite at a glance, and there is crimson molten molten everywhere. There is a legend 

that the “flaming star beast” once lived here. There are still many traces of destruction after the war, 

even on the planet~www.mtlnovel.com~, and the reason why Wang Yi came here specially is because of 

the'flaming star behemoth'! 

   In other words, it is the place where the ‘flaming star beast’ once lived! 

   The entire universe and the starry sky are filled with specious legends everywhere, and this news 

was obtained from Babata's database, and then Wang Yi spent a lot of effort to verify it before 

confirming it. 

   A black flying saucer-shaped spacecraft broke through the planet’s atmosphere and landed on the 

vast lava lake. The heat waves rolled, the air was distorted, the volcano erupted in the distance, thick 

smoke rose into the sky, the earth was trembling, and it was an apocalyptic scene. 

   A black-red combat uniform with two war swords on his back, Wang Yi flew out of the spacecraft 

with his feet on Tissot, followed by two men with blue skin and bat-like ears, with a grim complexion. 

   Hong and Lei Shen and eight constant star guards followed. They were relatively low in strength 

and could only reach the eighth or ninth rank. Feeling the heat of this planet, they were all a little 

surprised. 

   Wang Yi followed the clues he had collected and analyzed, and walked all the way to an edge area 

on the east side of the lava lake, staring silently there, as if a huge gully scraped out by a behemoth with 

its claws. 

  Three ravines that are hundreds of kilometers long form three cliffs. 

   He seemed to see a giant flaming star swallowing the heavens and the earth, fierce and mighty, full 

of flames lingering, like a star, fighting wildly with the landlord here, and finally killing the opponent. 

   "Check in." 

   [Ding, congratulations to the host for signing in successfully, and reward the ‘flaming star 

behemoth egg’. 】 

   [This reward is the highest reward at the current location, and you can no longer get any rewards 

here. 】 



  【The'flaming star beast egg' has been placed in the panel space. 】 

  【Number of check-ins available for this place: 0】 

Chapter 94: Flame Star Behemoth 

   The pinnacle bloodline of the star behemoth clan-the ‘flaming star behemoth’. 

  The Flame Star Giant Beast was born in a star, and the flames can't harm it. Generally, it swallows a 

lot of stars, and it takes a lot of years to become the master of the world. 

When    becomes the world master, it no longer needs to swallow the stars. 

  Wang Yi really didn't expect that he was so lucky that he pulled out the egg of the'flaming star 

behemoth' as soon as he came. 

   He just wanted to give it a try, but this time the sign-in panel is more powerful than he thought. 

   His gaze looking at the Jin Guangshining sign-in panel could not help being filled with the kindness 

of the old father. 

   Looking at the oval-shaped egg under the sign-in panel, which represents the dark black of the 

giant Yanxing beast and has a red pattern of molten lava on the outside, his eyes warmed slightly. 

   There is no way, those special beings basically live in special cosmic secret realms, and it is difficult 

to find them in the domain of human beings. Basically speaking, they have reached the places where 

they have lived. 

   It was only a few years before the constant star-level genius battle, Wang Yi must improve his 

strength as soon as possible within this period of time. 

   Then, it is necessary to have a clone that fits your own development path and has great potential. 

   ‘The Flame Star Giant Beast’ was Wang Yi’s choice. 

   And if he really can't sign here, then he can only look elsewhere. 

   If he can't find it again within a year, he can only choose the Golden Horn behemoth. 

   But as the metallic golden horn behemoth and the natal fire Wang Yi's perception of the law itself 

does not match, the initial stage is still very influential. 

   But when there was really no choice, Wang Yi could only pinch his nose to recognize it. 

   But fortunately, the worst case did not happen. 

  Wang Yi took the egg of the Martian behemoth (in the panel space) back to the spacecraft happily, 

leaving Hong and Thor at a loss. 

   "Wang Yi, what are you doing? I ran around and didn't tell us." Raytheon couldn't help asking. 

   Forget those life planets before, and places like Chilong Star where birds don’t **** will come. 

   Wang Yi smiled mysteriously: "I can't tell you, but we post it this time." 
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   "Posted?" Hong and Lei Shen looked at each other, even more puzzled. 

   But Wang Yi has always been mysterious, and they are used to it. 

   "Go to the capital of Heilongshan!" Upon returning to the spacecraft, Wang Yi ordered directly. 

   "Yes, master!" The black and white dumpling on the console screen raised his small paw, "let’sgo! 

gogogo!!!" 

   "Master, expect to arrive at the target location in 5 days!" 

   The Black Dragon spacecraft started, traveled through the universe, and flew towards the direction 

of the Black Dragon Mountain Emperor. 

  Wang Yi said to Hong, Lei Shen, "You come with me, and I will show you something good." 

   A 100-meter-diameter cabin on the third floor of the Black Dragon spacecraft, Wang Yi came here 

and directly released the Yanxing Giant Beast Egg in the panel space. 

   "What is this?" Seeing a huge egg suddenly appeared in front of them, Hong and Lei Shen were 

shocked. 

   This is an oval-shaped black dome with a diameter of about 18 meters. The surface has bright fiery 

red markings like strange molten lava. At the same time, a powerful heat wave radiates from above, and 

the temperature inside the spacecraft rises sharply. 

   Approaching it is like approaching a large stove, even the high temperature distorts the air. 

   "This is one of the twelve peak bloodlines of the Star Giant Beast, the egg of the Yan Star Giant 

Beast." Wang Yi looked at the giant egg with hot eyes. 

   "The Yanxing Giant Beast?" Hong and Lei Shen were shocked again. 

   The look in Wang Yi's eyes also became very strange. 

   Forget the golden horn behemoth egg on the earth before, now you have made another flame star 

behemoth egg. 

   Feelings Are you a wholesaler of Behemoth Eggs? 

   "Wang Yi, where did you get this egg?" Thor swallowed and asked in shock. 

   The egg of the Flame Star Giant Beast, the pinnacle is the Lord of the World, this value, Thor can't 

even think of it. 

   Wang Yi didn't explain any more, he approached the Yanxing Giant Beast's egg directly, pulled out 

the saber from behind, took a deep breath, raised it high, and suddenly slashed at the black giant egg in 

front of him. 

  锵! 

   A huge counter-shock force shook Wang Yihu's mouth numb, his whole body trembled, and he 

couldn't help taking a step back. 



   Looking at the Yanxing Giant Beast Egg in front of him, he didn't even have a mark. 

   "Wang Yi, what are you doing?" Both Hong and Lei Shen were shocked by Wang Yi's sudden knife. 

  Looking at your posture, why does it seem like you are going to smash this giant flame star beast 

egg? 

   This is the Yanxing Giant Beast Egg, I don't know how much it is worth, so don't mess around. 

  Wang Yi frowned slightly, this giant Yanxing beast egg was harder than he thought. 

   He hadn't planned to destroy this giant Yanxing beast egg, he just planned to get some eggshell 

fragments out to see if he could give birth to a giant Yanxing beast. 

   "It's okay, I know it in my heart." Wang Yi smiled lightly. 

   "Futa!" Wang Yi whispered to the outside. 

brush! 

   A figure teleportation generally appeared at the door of the cabin, condensed into a tall, sturdy 

man with blue skin and pointed ears like a bat. 

  He is one of the two universe-class first-order martial artist slaves bought by Wang Yi. 

   "Master, what's your order?" Futa leaned slightly to Wang Yi and said respectfully. 

   "Help me attack the egg in front of me and get some eggshell fragments off its 

surface~www.mtlnovel.com~ but be careful not to break the eggshell." Wang Yi ordered. 

   "Yes, master." 

  Futa saw Wang Yi's solemn appearance, and did not dare to be careless. He took a deep breath, 

took out his weapon, a long sword like a transparent crystal, and came to the black giant egg that 

exuded the scorching temperature. 

   A light flashed in Futa's eyes, and the long sword in his hand trembled. 

  Wang Yi, Thunder God, and Hong who were present did not see how he did it. Futa had already 

walked back with a thin fragment and handed it respectfully to Wang Yi. "Master, I've got it for you." 

   The first-order Futa of the universe is naturally more powerful than the third-order Wang Yi of the 

constant star. 

   No matter how hard the egg of the Yanxing Giant Beast is, it is only an egg. It can withstand the 

attack of Wang Yi of the constant star, but it does not mean that it can withstand a cosmic warrior. 

   "Well, very good, you did a good job." Wang Yi satisfied the black and hot fragments. 

   "Thank you for the compliment, the host." The tall, blue-skinned man was also beaming. 

   Like other slaves bought back, Wang Yi also promised that as long as he worked faithfully for him, 

they would be freed at the right time in the future, and these slaves were naturally desperate to express 

themselves. 



   Hong and Thor looked very enviously beside them. This is a cosmic powerhouse, but he is still like 

servants in front of Wang Yi. 

   But their mentality is also very good, just envious. After all, Wang Yi usually gave them a lot of 

help, and Thor also got the Ma Yun Teng seedling he wanted on the way this time, and they still knew 

right from wrong. 

   Wang Yi thought, and immediately put the fragments of the giant flame star beast egg into the 

pronuclear world. 

   Now, let's see if the fragments of the Yanxing Giant Beast Egg can nurture the famous Yanxing 

Giant Beast. 

Chapter 95: Give birth to the first clone 

  Like the Golden Horn monster, Wang Yi, the pronuclear, can have up to three clones in his lifetime, 

and the planetary star can have one, the universe-level has the second, and the world master has the 

third. 

  Wang Yi’s avatar talent secret comes from the golden horn behemoth, so they have a lot in 

common. 

   But there are many differences. 

   For example, Wang Yi has only one pronucleus that can breed clones, but there is no mainland or 

anything in this pronucleus, and there is no other talent secrets, inheritance secrets, etc. of the golden 

horn behemoth. 

   Moreover, the limit of life that his pronucleus can conceive is a hundred times his own genetic 

level. 

   That is to say, Wang Yi himself has three times the genetic level, and he can give birth to life below 

three hundred times the genetic level! 

   is some special life in the universe, maybe they can be bred directly! 

   It is a pity that Wang Yi has no time to find it now, so he can only choose the Yanxing Giant Beast 

as his first clone! 

  Because the conditions required to conceive embryos are very low...a hair or a drop of blood, etc. 

are all made, as long as it contains genetic material. 

  Wang Yi tried to use the eggshell of the Yanxing Giant Beast. If it doesn't work, he can only destroy 

the tissue inside the eggshell extraction, but I don't know if this will damage the Yanxing Giant Beast that 

is being bred inside. 

   In Wang Yi's body, the transparent crystal ball with a diameter of only more than two centimeters 

and covered with countless mysterious red mystery patterns exudes red light. 

   This pronucleus is where Wang Yi is now! 
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   Even if his head is blasted off, his body bursts. As long as the pronucleus and the soul are good, 

they can't die. 

  In a certain way, it is not a problem to treat Wang Yi as a human-shaped golden horn behemoth. 

Inside the pronucleus, it is like an endless starry sky, and there is a faint mist everywhere. There is no sky 

and no earth. There is only a red luminous body like the sun in the middle. That is the source of Wang 

Yi's soul consciousness today. There is also a star in Yi's mind, which means that his mind power has 

reached the first-order constant star. 

  Wang Yi's genetic energy is naturally concentrated in the pubic area of his body. 

This is similar to Wang Yi’s'internal world', but apart from Wang Yi and the clone bred from here, other 

beings cannot enter. Unless you become the master of the world and create a real'internal world', then 

you can live. People enter. 

   "The secret method of talent, bred clones!" According to the information transmitted from the 

pronuclear, Wang Yi began to manipulate the prokaryotic world. 

   嗤嗤嗤~~ The small black eggshell fragments that were taken into the prokaryotic world by Wang 

Yi were quickly decayed, turned into powder, and then turned into a black air current. 

   The red mist that permeated the pronuclear world, as if attracted by something, rushed over 

quickly, enveloping the black air current. 

   huh, huh, huh~~ 

   The fog gradually condensed into shape, turning into an oval, reddish giant egg, and the surface is 

covered with mysterious lines like a giant flame star beast egg. 

   was conceived! 

   Wang Yi was happy and relieved. 

   After getting the pronuclear, clone talent secret method, he naturally got some related 

information. 

   How much time it takes to conceive the body is related to one's own strength and the genes of the 

conceived body! 

   The stronger the world in the body, the faster the birth. 

   And the lower the genetic material, the easier it is to conceive! 

   The premise of conceiving is that you cannot conceive something stronger than yourself! At most, 

the strength equivalent to one's own! 

  In other words, Wang Yi is now a constant-star Tier 3 martial artist, and can breed a giant flame star 

with the highest strength of Tier 3 constant star! 

   This requires a lot of energy, energy is not generated out of thin air, it must be provided by Wang 

Yi from the outside world. 



   And he himself cannot provide such a huge amount of energy. 

   You must know that the golden horn behemoths of the first-order constant star are over 100 

meters in length, and their genetic level is ten times that of humans! The energy contained in it also far 

exceeds that of ordinary human powers of the same level. 

   Therefore, Wang Yi must be prepared to replenish and provide energy at any time. 

   Of course, he now has a large number of resources and treasures like the wooden maiden crystal 

and the blue wave marrow. This can be done easily. 

   And this prokaryotic body world of Wang Yi is quite special, and it is rewarded by the sign-in panel. 

This is because it can breed a hundred times its own genetic level life, you can know that it is still 

different from the inner world of the Golden Horn monster! 

   "It takes only six months to give birth to a giant Yanxing beast." Wang Yi was surprised. 

It takes more than a year for the golden horn beasts to nurture Luo Feng's human body in the original   

! 

   And it only takes six months for him to conceive a Yanxing behemoth of the pinnacle bloodline 

among the behemoths of the starry sky! 

   "It seems that this should be a special relationship between my prokaryotic world." Wang Yi 

thought to himself. 

   But of course this is a good thing. 

   And now, Wang Yi is cultivating while waiting for the giant Yanxing beast to be bred. 

  …… 

   Five days later. 

  Heilongshan Emperor Capital Star. 

As the capital planet of the Black Dragon Mountain Empire, it is also the core of thousands of 

surrounding galaxies. Of course, its importance and status need not be mentioned. In the Black Dragon 

Mountain Empire, there are a large number of ancient families, organizations, sects... The Black Dragon 

Mountain star domain is the most The two powerful sacred sites, the four organizations, and the sixteen 

families...all have important garrison departments here! 

   A black flying saucer-shaped spacecraft jumped out of the deep starry sky. It just finished the space 

shuttle and came to this star field. Wang Yi, Thor, Hong and others who started the simulation of the 

location looked at the huge and beautiful planet in the distance! 

   This is an ancient planet that has existed for more than 100 million years. It is said that it was 

created by the God Lord Heilongshan himself at the beginning of the Heilongshan Empire. It is more 

than 200,000 kilometers in diameter. It is difficult to destroy even by the Lord, and it has survived to this 

day. 



  "In front is the capital of the Black Dragon Mountain Empire~www.mtlnovel.com~Wang Yi 

exclaimed. 

   Hong, Thunder God also had some expectations in his heart. Although they had seen many planets 

along the way, they were undoubtedly far inferior to the oldest, largest and most prosperous planet in 

the Black Dragon Mountain Empire. 

  Heilongshan Emperor Capital, also gathered a large number of powerhouses in the Heilongshan 

Star Region! 

   "Drip!" 

   According to the signal of the docking port of the Imperial Capital Star spacecraft, the Black Dragon 

spacecraft was parked in the c9-class parking area. 

   As soon as a port worker wearing a black system flew over, he was slightly shocked when he saw 

two cosmic powerhouses with incomparable aura coming out. 

   However, he has worked in the Imperial City for so many years, and he is also very knowledgeable. 

The two cosmic grades just surprised him a bit.n0𝓋𝐞𝒍𝗎𝓈𝑏.𝗰0𝑀 

   But then two cosmic powerhouses respectfully lined up on both sides of the spacecraft's door, and 

three young men walked out from inside. 

Headed by    is a handsome black-haired boy in a black and red combat uniform. His eyes are very 

calm, like a deep pool, and he has a very unique temperament. 

   Next to him is a tall, stern man with a sharp black head and a bald young man with a sunny smile. 

   and a little behind, are eight constant-star level nine bodyguards. 

   The crew at the spacecraft docking port was slightly surprised. 

   Guess which big family's children and their guard entourage this is again. 

  Wang Yi and they paid the fee and got the parking card, and then left the huge spacecraft berthing 

port. 

   "The parking fee for this Emperor Capital Star is much more expensive than other planets." Thor 

said with emotion. 

   "Otherwise, how can it be called the Imperial Capital?" Wang Yi smiled. 

   The three people talked and laughed, and under the **** of a group of bodyguards, they flew 

towards the largest Black Dragon City in the Imperial Capital. 

Chapter 96: Consignment 

   Black Dragon City is actually a huge black mountain that stretches for tens of thousands of 

kilometers, towering into the clouds, carved into the shape of an entrenched black dragon, even the 

scales are lifelike, and when viewed from a distance, it looks like a living black dragon. 

  Countless buildings are distributed in sequence throughout Heilong Mountain. 
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  The higher the place, the higher the status, while the middle is the most prosperous area. 

Wang Yi, Hong, Thor and ten bodyguards flew down to the spacious city entrance at the foot of 

Heilongshan City, watching the endless stream of people, and at the same time using their auxiliary light 

brains to go. Observe the strength of those people. 

   "Ninth-level constant star...First-level constant star...third-level universe...third-level constant 

star...fifth-level travel star...Fifth-universe star..." 

  Compared with other planets, the number and probability of appearance of the powerhouse of the 

Imperial Capital is undoubtedly more. 

   Even if it is the domain owner, I can see it occasionally. 

And here, there is a gathering of noble families from the entire Black Dragon Mountain Empire. This is 

the center of the Black Dragon Mountain Empire. I don’t know how many people want to be the 

residents of the Black Dragon Mountain Emperor Capital. Diduxing has a set of fixed real estate. 

  Wang Yi and the others have been running around in various places during this period, and they 

have gained some insights. At this moment, they are still amazed by the prosperity of the Imperial 

Capital. 

   Boom, the ground shakes. 

   "That man came out riding a cosmic monster." 

In the distance of    Main Street, a colorful, dinosaur-like giant creature has an exquisite seat on its 

back, and a man wearing a gorgeous black dragon mountain-style robe sits on it calmly. 

   Fortunately, the road in this area is very spacious, and even this giant beast walking is not too 

crowded at all. 

   "It's actually a cosmic monster mount." Hong used the auxiliary optical brain test, and took a 

breath. 

   It is not that there are some rich people on the earth who specially bred some small monsters for 

the sake of face, but compared with the star monsters in front of them, they are hundreds of galaxies 

away. 

   This time, I have learned a lot. 

   "Let's go to the bank of the universe galaxy." Wang Yi did not forget his true purpose this time. 

   Thirteen people came together to the branch of the Universe Galaxy Bank in Heilongshan, located 

on the mountainside of the city's mountainside in the imperial city, Heilongshan, where a beautiful and 

soul-shocking building stands here. 

   This high-rise ‘Cosmic Galaxy Bank’ is completely built with a three-dimensional effect like a starry 

sky and river. 

   Looking at this building, it is as if facing the starry sky rushing forward. 



  Wang Yi and the others are not here for the first time. They passed the huge gate, as if covered by a 

layer of running water, but in fact it was a gate with a light and shadow effect, and the inside was 

extremely spacious. 

   "Ordinary customers handle the procedures on the first floor, and star-rated customers are all 

upstairs!" Wang Yi smiled.n0𝚟𝑬𝐿𝑢𝑆𝗯.𝑐0𝗆 

   Of course he is also a star customer, although only a one-star customer. 

   But Wang Yi did not forget to sign in. 

   [Ding, congratulations to the host for signing in successfully, and rewarding the two-star account of 

Galaxy Bank of Universe. 】 

   [Your Universe Galaxy Bank account has been upgraded from one-star to two-star. 】 

  【Number of check-ins available for this place: 0】 

   "Huh?" Wang Yi was a little surprised. 

   It's not that he hasn't checked in at the Universe Galaxy Bank on other planets, but he usually gives 

monetary rewards, like other rewards are relatively rare. 

  Wang Yi remembers that the two-star customers of Universe Galaxy Bank need their assets to 

reach the limit of 10 billion Universe Coins! 

   is 33 trillion dry witch coins! 

   And three-star customers, it is even more necessary for customer assets to reach 10 trillion cosmic 

coins, which is the limit of 10 mixed yuan units! 

   "Interesting." A smile appeared on Wang Yi's face. 

   The sign-in panel only rewards his star-rated customer account, and does not give him that much 

money in his account, so Wang Yi's funds are still the same. 

   However, the increase in the star rating of bank customers has also made things that Wang Yi will 

do next much more convenient. 

   The people in the bank lobby waiting to handle the business saw Wang Yi and the others walking 

upstairs, all showing envy. 

   Although there are more wealthy people in Heilongshan Imperial Capital, few can become star 

customers. 

   After all, if you just want to be an ordinary customer of the two major banks, you need 100 million 

Black Dragon Coins to qualify, and if you want to become a one-star user, you need 1 trillion Black 

Dragon Coins assets! 

   "Sit here for a while, and I will be back when I go." Wang Yi smiled at Hong and the others. 

  Hong didn't mind, they found a place to sit down in the lobby. 



   and Wang Yi walked straight to the streamer elevator. "I'm going to the 20th floor to handle the 

intelligent system agency business." 

   As a noble star customer, you can choose more services from the bank. 

   For example, the smart system business is one of them. If you have any business that needs to be 

kept confidential and you want to handle it here, but you don't want to be known by outsiders, you can 

directly communicate with the bank's smart system, and the smart system will personally serve you 

personally. 

   The entire process is under the bank’s advanced intelligent monitoring, safe and concealed. Even 

the internal staff of the bank have no authority to inquire about your operations. 

   And as your authority increases, for example, if you are a four-star or five-star customer, then even 

the minister of the Universe Galaxy Bank branch of the Black Dragon Mountain Empire does not have 

the authority to know what business you have done in the bank. 

  As one of the two largest and oldest banks in the universe, covering the territory of mankind, 

Universe Galaxy Bank regards the privacy of its customers as the first, and its reputation has been 

maintained for a long time and is deeply trusted by all parties. U U Reading www.uukanshu.com 

   However, the items that Wang Yi wants to trade this time are a bit special. He had to act cautiously 

and chose to be serviced by the bank's artificial intelligence system throughout the process. 

   The streamer elevator rose to the 20th floor and stopped. Outside was a spacious and bright silver-

white corridor with rooms on either side. Wang Yi walked out. 

   "Dear customer, your artificial intelligence service room is room xh12, and Universe Galaxy Bank 

will serve you wholeheartedly." 

   A soft female voice rang in Wang Yi's ear. 

  Wang Yi paused, and at Wang Yi's feet, a green arrow was still lit up. Wang Yi followed the arrow 

and walked all the way through the corridor to the room number xh12 outside. 

   "ding!" With a crisp sound, the silver-white alloy door separated from both sides. 

Inside    stood a beautiful girl with long green hair wearing a skirt, but Wang Yi could tell at a glance 

that she was just a robot, but there was a layer of artificial skin on the outside, so she looked like a real 

person. 

   "Dear guest, you are welcome, I am the receptionist xhhls12, what can I do for you?" The girl asked 

respectfully in a sweet voice. 

   "I want to handle consignment business with you, and consign one thing." Wang Yi said directly. 

   "What do you need to consign? Our bank has strict requirements for consignment items. If it does 

not meet the requirements, our bank will not handle it." The girl kept smiling. 

   "It's probably a business worth nearly one million yuan." Wang Yi said. 

   "..." The mechanical girl was obviously stuck. 



   Then, there seemed to be a stream of data in her eyes, and after a blink of an eye, she smiled 

again. 

   "Hello, distinguished guest, Cosmic Galaxy Bank xhhls00, to serve you wholeheartedly." 

Chapter 97: 0 million mixed yuan unit 

   If the treasures are very hot and you have no strength and no channels to sell the treasures, it 

would be a disaster to get these treasures! 

   Unless, like Wang Yi, he chooses to use his Cosmos Galaxy Bank’s star-level customer status to 

conduct transactions with the bank’s intelligent system, and to consign the treasures in absolute 

confidentiality throughout the entire process. 

   Universe Galaxy Bank has existed for countless years, and the process of this business is of course 

flawless and flawless. 

   First, Wang Yi came to a secret room, released the Yanxing Giant Beast Egg, and let various 

instruments check it. After passing and confirming that it met the description of the item, he could 

proceed to the next step...that is, the transaction. 

Cosmic Galaxy Bank has a'goods consignment service', and all the'universe countries' in the vast 

universe have very powerful sales channels, which can sell goods in a very short period of time, but need 

to charge a one-thousandth of a handling fee . 

   In addition to the ‘goods consignment service’, Universe Galaxy Bank also has a ‘goods purchase 

service’, but the purchase price is based on the standard price. 

   The so-called standard price is naturally based on the standards of the Universe Galaxy Bank, 

which is generally lower than the market price. 

   However, the victory is fast, safe, and no trouble! 

  Wang Yi knows very well that the price of items on consignment is much higher than those directly 

sold to the Universe Galaxy Bank. If he is not in a hurry to use the money, of course he will choose to 

consign items. 

   After confirming that Wang Yi had chosen the consignment, the two parties signed a contract and 

the contract was completed. Then, Wang Yi gave the Yanxing Giant Beast’s egg to the person sent by the 

Universe Galaxy Bank to receive it at the specified time. 

Wang Yi is not worried that the Yanxing Giant Beast Eggs will not be able to be sold for a long time. You 

must know how large the universe Galaxy Bank is. No matter what the commodity is, it can be sold 

immediately in the auction areas of the major universe countries in the'virtual universe'. Wang Yi, who is 

particularly expensive and eager to let go, can also choose to push to those high-level powerhouses of 

the entire human race. 

   The time set by Wang Yi is half a month. 

   Of course, if the price bottom line requested by Wang Yi is not reached, the Yanxing Giant Beast 

Egg will be returned and processed again. 
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   But in terms of the rarity and preciousness of the Flame Star Giant Beast Egg, those immortal gods 

would be very interested. 

   Virtual universe, in a splendid and miraculous palace. 

   "Huh?" A great being turned his head slightly. "Is it the four-star product push news for this issue 

of Universe Galaxy Bank?" 

   It's okay anyway. He opened the mail, revealing a hint of surprise. 

   "Hey, there are eggs of Yanxing Giant Beast? Interesting." 

   "Do you want to bid? I remember that Helu was very interested in Yanxing Giant Beasts before, so 

let him know." The ancient **** muttered and sent the message to a friend. 

  …… 

   In fact, after handing the Yanxing Giant Beast Egg to the people at the Galaxy Bank of the Universe, 

Wang Yi, who signed in everywhere in the Heilongshan Emperor Capital Star, only waited half a month. 

   The result came from the Universe Galaxy Bank. The Yanxing Giant Beast Egg he entrusted to sell 

was auctioned off at a price of 1.36 million mixed yuan. 

   However, one-thousandth of the handling fee has to be deducted, which is a unit of 1,360 mixed 

yuan. 

   Wang Yi suddenly became a four-star customer of Universe Galaxy Bank, a millionaire! 

   What do you do if you have money? Of course it is consumption! 

   But Wang Yi's current strength is extremely low, no matter how he spends it, very few can spend it 

personally. 

   Millions of mixed yuan units! 

   The wealth of an ordinary world master is only 10 mixed yuan units. 

  The general immortal net worth is only 10,000 yuan unit! 

   And Wang Yi's current wealth is already equivalent to a hundred ordinary immortal net worth! ! 

   "Unfortunately, there is still more than a year left for the recent dry witch auction." Wang Yi felt a 

little regretful. 

   Dry Witch Auctions are held every three years. 

  The lowest threshold for participating in the auction is three-star customers of Universe First Bank 

and Universe Galaxy Bank. 

   In the universe, many precious items belong to the restricted level, and there are many items that 

are difficult to buy even if you have money. 

   The ‘auction’ held by the Virtual Universe Company provides them with the opportunity to 

purchase many precious items. 



   However, more than a year has passed since the last dry witch auction, and it is only May 2058. 

Wang Yi has to wait until December 2059 to participate in the next auction. 

   As for cultivation, he only has a constant star level now. There are secret methods and the 

inheritance of Meteor Moxing, which is enough. 

   The physical fitness is strengthened, and the resources needed to upgrade the constant star to the 

universe level are also a drop in the bucket for a million-dollar unit! 

   What's more, he doesn't want to be promoted to the universe level just like that. He has to 

participate in the peak genius battle a few years later and get into the core layer of the virtual universe 

company! 

   For him, there is no difficulty in improving his physical fitness at all, but the difficulty is the 

perception of the law! 

  There are not no treasures that can enhance the perception of the law, but they are all very 

precious. They are all restricted items in the Qianwu universe. It is impossible for ordinary people to 

even know it, and there is no channel to buy! Unforgettable encounters! 

   Even though Wang Yi checked in everywhere during this period, he received a lot of cheats, 

treasures, resources, weapons and armors, but there was no reward for improving the perception of the 

law! 

   Either the level of the sign-in place is too low, and the sign-in panel cannot be seen! 

   either has a low chance of appearing and is difficult to trigger! 

   After all, a place can only be checked in once and cannot be repeated! 

  Wang Yi calculated his own resources, not to mention the improvement of his strength, there is 

also a spacecraft, this can buy a d9-level spacecraft, generally d1, that is hundreds of billions of black 

dragon coins. d9, even if it is an alloy, the price is nearly a thousand times that of d1, about 10 billion dry 

witch coins! But to Wang Yi, who is now rich and powerful, these are just ‘sprinkling water’. 

   There is also Mo Yun Teng, now it is only the first-order constant star, you can consider buying 

some treasures to make it reach the level of ‘perfect evolution’. 

  The main vines of the world have 36 main vines at a minimum. This is the worst case for cultivation. 

There are up to 360 main vines, which is the best situation for cultivation. 

   The higher the evolution of the Mo Yun Teng the more difficult it is to break through and become 

immortal. 

   The Mo Yun Vine of the master of Meteor Moxing had only 108 main vines at the world master 

level. 

   It still cost 6.2 million mixed yuan units and some coincidences to finally make the Mo Yun Teng 

break through to immortality! 



   Luofeng has endless encounters, and he has only 216 main vines at the master level of Moyun 

Vine. 

   It took more than one billion to get Mo Yun Teng into immortality, and then it possessed the 

immortal combat power of Fenghou Pinnacle! 

  Wang Yi is even more ambitious. He decided to cultivate a 360 vine, a perfect moyun vine! 

   However, the more perfect the Moyunteng level, the lower the chance of breaking into 

immortality, and of course the stronger it will be after breaking through! 

   According to the description in the original work, if it is cultivated from the juvenile stage to 

cultivate an immortal moyun vine with 360 main vines, it would take more than 10 billion mixed units. 

   And once it breaks through to immortality, it is the strength of the immortal king! 

   In addition to Moyunteng, there is also the "Zerg Brood" that Wang Yi put in the panel space and 

did not take out! 

   This is also a big money swallower! 

   The Zerg mother emperor is only the first level of the world master level, from the first to the ninth 

level, if you want to evolve quickly, you must provide a lot of resources and treasures. 

   Not only does the mother emperor need to be upgraded, but the brood also needs to be 

upgraded, and the breeding of Zerg warriors also needs resources! 

   Thinking about it this way, Wang Yi felt that the millions of mixed yuan units he had on him were 

not enough. 

   "Mo Yun Teng, Zerg Brood, can be used as a hole card in my weak youth, and for a long time, it is 

also an important part of my strength, can not save." 

   "There is also the bred Yanxing giant beast clone. If you want to grow quickly, I am afraid that you 

will have to invest a lot of resources." Wang Yi felt more and more how poor he is now, and deeply 

realized that money will never be enough to spend. 

Chapter 98: The birth of the Yanxing behemoth 

   But to cultivate the Zerg brood, Wang Yi needs a world to place it. 

  Although the world master-level mother emperor has the inner world herself, she can't get in by 

herself. If Wang Yi wants to take her with her, she must have a ‘one side world’. 

   In addition to the Zerg mother emperor, Mo Yun Teng can also be put in to evolve with peace of 

mind, and it is very convenient not to stay outside all the time. 

   World props, there is a world in it, and to carry a world, generally the smaller the object, the 

harder it is to carry it. 

   Therefore, items with one world, the larger the volume, the cheaper it is. 
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   Rare treasures that can be reproduced like "One World" are not restricted items, so they can be 

bought in the virtual universe. Of course, few people can afford it. 

Wang Yi browses the contents of related products on the Internet. Now Wang Yi is already a four-star 

customer of Universe Galaxy Bank and possesses quite high authority. Virtual Universe will also provide 

users with various information based on the funds in the user’s bank account. Push, let Wang Yi learn 

more. 

   "The props of one world..." 

  World Manor, 0.02-0.1 mixed yuan unit. 

   House of the World, 0.1 mixed yuan unit-0.3 mixed yuan unit. 

   World belt, 0.3-3 mixed yuan unit. 

   World Ring, 0.5 mixed yuan unit-10 mixed yuan unit. 

  …… 

  The price of the world ring is more expensive than the space ring. I don’t know how many times it 

is. Because of the space ring, there are almost all cosmic-level powerhouses, and many people even 

have permanent stars. 

   But a leader of the pinnacle, the average total assets are about 10 yuan unit! 

   A top world ring is equivalent to all their assets! No realm master is willing to spend so much! 

   0.5 mixed yuan unit-10 mixed yuan unit, this interval represents a different spatial range. 

   The smallest one is a world with a length, width and height of 10,000 kilometers. 

   The largest one is the world with a length, width and height of 100 million kilometers. 

   "Just buy a world ring with a length of 100 million kilometers in length, width and height. It needs 

10 mixed yuan units." Wang Yi didn't blink his eyes. 

   For him, who now has nearly 1.36 million mixed yuan units, 10 mixed yuan units are just a drop in 

the bucket. 

   "Buy 10 more world rings with a length of 100,000 kilometers in length, width and height, each of 

which is 1 mixed yuan unit, which is 10 mixed yuan units." Wang Yi did not blink his eyes. 

   Of these rings, in addition to 4 left for my own use, the remaining 6 can be given to Hong, Lei Shen 

and Luo Feng each, and 3 are reserved for family members on earth. 

   However, Wang Yi did not continue to spend money randomly. He wanted to wait until the Yan 

Xing beast was conceived, to understand the characteristics of the Yan Xing beast's development, and 

what resources to use before he could make a decision. 

   After all, everything else is foreign. 

   Yan Xing Giant Beast, as his first clone, can be said to be a part of Wang Yi and his true power. 



   The first priority is to improve the Yanxing Giant Beast, so as to increase the chances of Wang Yi to 

shine in the peak genius battle. 

   Next... is to sign in. 

   Today's Wang Yi is heading to the imperial palace of the ‘Black Dragon Mountain Holy Land’, one of 

the two holy places in the Black Dragon Mountain Star Territory. 

   He specially spent a sum of money, through some channels, finally got the opportunity to enter the 

palace, but an outsider with a constant star in the core area is still unable to enter, and now he can only 

gamble on his luck. 

It's not that he can't spend more money, as long as the money is enough, I believe that entering the 

Heilongshan Divine Kingdom is not a problem, but in Heilongshan Emperor Capital, it is not a good thing 

for him to expose too much wealth to outsiders in the Heilongshan Emperor Capital Star. . 

  Wang Yi is still very cautious, low-key, and slowly. 

   The imperial palace on the emperor's capital is a completely suspended city. There are successive 

palaces in the city, and the imperial palace is heavily guarded. 

   "Check in." 

  【Ding, congratulations to the host for signing in successfully, and rewarding the degree of 

compliance with the origin law of the universe of fire increased by one. 】 

  【Your fire origin fit has been improved. 】 

  【Number of check-ins available for this place: 0】 

"what?" 

   Wang Yi was very surprised. 

   I didn't expect that the reward I had been looking forward to would appear at this time. 

   Is it luck? 

   Although rewards are said to improve compliance with the original law of the universe of fire, 

Wang Yi didn't feel much. 

   It is estimated that there is still too little improvement. 

   That one, no matter how you look at it, is the smallest number. 

   But Wang Yi was in a good mood. 

   The law of perceptual fit is a good talent. 

  For example, the golden horn behemoth is the darling of the law of origin of gold. Innate 

understanding of the law of origin of gold is as simple as eating and drinking. With excellent blood, it can 

become a race that can grow to the pinnacle of the lord while lying down. 



   The higher the degree of understanding of the law, the easier it is to perceive the original law of 

the universe, and the faster the perception, the easier it is to practice! 

   Since this reward can appear for the first time, it must appear for the second time. Wang Yi is very 

patient. 

  Heilongshan Emperor Capital, as the core of the capital of the Heilongshan Empire, is extremely old, 

strong and has many inheritances. Wang Yi kept looking for places to sign in every day, and he was very 

busy. 

  【Ding, congratulations to the host for signing in successfully, and rewarding the perception of the 

realm of fire. 】 

   [Your realm of fire has been upgraded (triple). 】 

  【Number of check-ins available for this place: 0】 

  …… 

   [Ding, congratulations to the host for signing in successfully, and rewarding the law and perception 

strengthening accelerator card (30 days). 】 

  【Legacy perception enhancement accelerator card has been placed in the panel space. 】 

  【Number of check-ins available for this place: 0】 

  …… 

   [Ding, congratulations to the host for signing in successfully, and reward the Force suit "Wan 

Chongshan". 】 

  【The original force battle suit "Wan Zhongshan" has been placed in the panel space. 】 

  【Number of check-ins available for this place: 0】 

  …… 

  【Ding~www.mtlnovel.com~ Congratulations to the host for successfully signing in and rewarding a 

map of ‘Surf Dragon Secret Realm’. 】 

  【The map of ‘Exclusive Dragon Secret Realm’ has been placed in the panel space. 】 

  【Number of check-ins available for this place: 0】 

  …… 

  【Ding, congratulations to the host for signing in successfully, and rewarding a d9-level ‘csi581’ 

laser gun. 】 

   [The d9-level ‘csi581’ laser gun has been placed in the panel space. 】 

  【Number of check-ins available for this place: 0】 



  …… 

   [Ding, congratulations to the host for signing in successfully, and reward the mental power 

amplitude plus five. 】 

  【The amplitude of your mental power has increased. 】 

  【Number of check-ins available for this place: 0】 

  …… 

   Wang Yi signs in every day and rewards him softly. 

  His strength has also improved by leaps and bounds. During the time of the Black Dragon Mountain 

Emperor, his martial artist's level has rapidly increased to the seventh rank of the constant star, and the 

spiritual teacher's level has also been upgraded to the sixth rank of the constant star. 

   Soon, six months have passed since the birth of the ‘flaming star behemoth’. 

this day. 

   Prokaryotic world. 

The huge black giant egg suddenly vibrated, and cracks appeared on the egg body, increasing, densely, 

like a spider web, and then, there was a sound of three scary claws covered with dark red scales. The 

eggshell came out suddenly. 

   followed, the position behind, crashed, and another tail that shone like a blade with cold light 

broke out of its shell. 

  Crack! Snapped! Snap... the egg shell quickly shattered, and the fragments continued to fall, and 

the hot breath filled out, gradually revealing the fierce and fierce figure inside. 

   Yanxing giant beast, even the star is only its food giant starry sky beast, at this moment, in this 

world, was born. 

Chapter 99: The 3 talent secrets of the Yanxing behemoth 

   One head is thousands of meters long, and the whole body is dark, with fiery red light flowing in 

the gaps of the scales, and the wings behind it appear in the prokaryotic world like huge, sharp and 

broad-sword behemoths. 

Its head is triangular, full of dark red scales, and its forehead is slightly curved, like the black corner of a 

machete, with dense and mysterious red lines on it. The neck is not long, and the body is as strong as 

cast steel. Shuo is full of strength, giving Wang Yi the feeling that reptiles are more like mutant 

kangaroos, with slender limbs but full of fleshiness, and there are blade-like bone spurs on the elbows 

and knee joints. 

  On the paws of the forelegs, there are only three fingers, and three sharp knives stick out from the 

fingers. They are nearly fifty meters long, and they can be stretched continuously, up to the same length 

as the body. 
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   The most amazing thing is its tail, which is about half longer than its body, and the tail becomes 

thinner as it goes back. It is as thin as a sharp blade, but the tip of the tail is extremely sharp, like an awl. 

   is inlaid with a diamond-shaped crystal on its chest, which is covered with dense and mysterious 

fiery red secret patterns, like a circle, the more dense it goes in the middle, it becomes a pitch black dot 

in the middle. 

  'S eyes were filled with red light that devoured everything, and the scorching temperature radiated 

from its body that seemed to contain a volcano, causing the surrounding air to begin to twist. 

   feels like a pure killing machine. 

   This is the Yanxing Giant Beast! One of the twelve pinnacle bloodlines among the star behemoths! 

  The Flame Star Giant Beast is the fastest growing clan in the peak lineage of the Star Giant Beast! 

   No reason, it can eat! And there is no shortage of food! 

   Its food is the stars that can be seen everywhere in the universe! 

   Just lie down in the star and sleep while eating. 

   is growing fast! 

   So, the Yanxing Giant Beast is the fastest growing among the Star Giants, it's not fake! 

   However, the Yanxing Giant Beast also has a way to speed up its growth, which is to devour all 

kinds of precious treasures that are beneficial to him! 

   are mainly treasures of various fire attributes such as minerals, crystals and materials! 

  Like the golden horn behemoth, the Yanxing behemoth has its own pronuclear and pronuclear 

world when it is born, but it is not a metal continent, but a molten volcanic world! 

   When the prokaryotic inner world expands, its strength will naturally increase. 

  The first order of the normal golden horn behemoth's constant star is about 100 meters, and the 

normal size of the flame star behemoth is twice as large as the golden horn behemoth! 

   That is to say, the body length of the 7th-rank Yanxing behemoth is at least 1,400 meters long! 

  The size of the Yanxing Giant Beast is also the largest among the Star Giants! 

   The flame star behemoth that has truly grown to its peak can even be comparable to a star! 

And because it was conceived by Wang Yi using pronucleus, not by taking the house and devouring the 

soul, this avatar of the Yanxing giant beast is at the seventh rank of the constant star when it comes out, 

but it does not have the inheritance memory of the previous generation of the Yanxing giant beasts in 

the soul. Only the secret of its own talent! 

  The Flame Star Giant Beast has three secrets of talent! 

   are the secret technique of cultivation ‘absorption’, the secret technique of combat ‘flaming star’, 

and the secret technique of life saving ‘star flow fire’. 



Cultivation secret method'absorption' can allow Yanxing behemoth to withstand extremely high 

temperatures, absorb star energy with extremely fast efficiency, and supply its own growth. At the same 

time, it is said to be a cultivation secret method, but it can also weaken external damage, generally not 

exceeding The Yanxing Giant Beast’s body defenses can be weakened to one-tenth by ten times the 

attack! 

   This talent secret method makes the defense of the Yanxing Giant Beast extremely terrifying. 

Perhaps the ‘Splitting Mountain Giant’ of the Twelve Pinnacles bloodline can be stronger than it in 

physical defense. 

  The combat secret method ‘flaming star’ can expand the body of the flaming star behemoth 

tenfold, and at the same time, the strength and defense will be improved! Although not as dramatic as 

the change in body shape, the increase in combat effectiveness is also extremely terrifying! 

What's more, the'flaming star' is the behemoth of the flaming star in this state, the surface of the body 

will emit a more terrible high temperature, the temperature is ten times, a hundredfold increase, said it 

is a flame, more like'light and heat', only the flaming star Giant beasts can withstand this kind of high 

temperature, and ordinary enemies of the same level can easily burn into fly ash as long as they touch it. 

   The most abnormal thing is the last talent secret of Yanxing Giant Beast——Xingliuhuo! 

   This is the last killer of the Yanxing Giant Beast, and it is also a means of life-saving. 

   gathers the energy of the whole body together, and then explodes through the action of the secret 

pattern, just like nuclear fusion, producing incredible destructive power! 

The principle of    is similar to the ‘Fire God Source Crystal’, which is a large amount of flame 

immortal power compressed in a crystal ball, and then detonated instantly, causing countless flame 

immortal power to explode directly. Similar to the self-destruct effect of the flame immortal god. 

   Generally immortal can be killed! 

And the explosion of the Flame Star Giant Beast is even more terrifying. If the Flame Star Giant Beast at 

the pinnacle of the realm master explodes itself through the innate secret method, the power is 

estimated to be ten times and one hundred times that of the ordinary "Vulcan Origin Crystal". 

Immortality may be seriously injured, or even fall! 

  It is not an exaggeration to call the Yanxing Giant Beast version of the "Enhanced Vulcan Origin 

Crystal"! 

   At the moment of the explosion, the pronucleus of the Yanxing Giant Beast will use a special space 

secret method to leave the battlefield in an instant, just like using its ‘teleport’ ability, to go hundreds of 

millions of kilometers away, and then continue to escape at the speed of light. 

   This is also the last way to save the life of the Yanxing Giant Beast! 

  Without a last resort, Yanxing Giant Beast will not use this talent secret method, because it is also a 

great harm to him! 

There is only one prokaryotic behemoth of Yanxing. If the soul is intact, it may gradually recover over 

the long years and slowly grow out of the body. If the soul loses too much, it may fall into a permanent 



sleep, or even "degenerate" into an egg. , Wandering in the universe, bred another Yanxing behemoth 

again. 

  The three secrets of talents of the Yanxing Giant Beast, ‘absorb’ can be practiced and weaken the 

damage! ‘Yanxing’ can grow bigger, increase strength, and control higher temperatures! The ‘Star 

Stream Fire’ can even explode, and the pronuclear origin instantly shuttles through space, escaping to 

save their lives! 

"Unfortunately, there is no soul inheritance, no cultivation secret method of the flame star giant 

beast..." In the vast and boundless space of Wang Yi's pronuclear world, the black and red giant beast 

with a body that is more than one thousand meters long and full of flames seems to melt. The blood-

colored eyes turning like a pulp~www.mtlnovel.com~ gently move the body, a little regretful. 

   "We can only see if we can obtain the cultivation secret method of Yanxing Giant Beast through 

other methods in the future..." 

   "This behemoth Yanxing is so strong! And it has such a strong desire to destroy!" Wang Yi's eyes 

were a little shocked! 

  Wang Yi’s current human body has only tripled its genetic level because of the first calamity of the 

Nine Tribulations Secret Technique! 

  The Yanxing Giant Beast has ten times its genetic level! 

   "If the Yanxing Giant Beast is allowed to successfully practice the first calamity of the Nine 

Tribulations Secret Code, it will have 30 times the genetic level!" Wang Yi took a deep breath, 

suppressing his inner excitement! 

   General immortal masters, that is, ten times the genetic level is not bad. 

  Wang Yi’s Yanxing behemoth can immediately possess thirty times the genetic level, and its 

physical strength is thirty times stronger than most beings at the same level in the universe! 

   The Nine Tribulations Secret Method can only be cultivated by flesh and blood. The cultivation of 

the Nine Tribulations Secret Method is risky and very easy to fail, but it does not matter, this is just a 

clone. Cultivating in the pronuclear will not lose energy if it fails, it can be resurrected indefinitely, and it 

saves time. 

  Wang Yi only needs to wait quietly for the Yanxing Giant Beast clone to have thirty times the 

genetic level. 

   And his next consideration is to put all resources into the growth of Yan Xing Behemoth! 

   Yan Xing behemoth is the same as the golden horn behemoth, its internal world grows, and its 

level can be continuously improved! 

   Unlike the human deity, the Yanxing Giant Beast does not have Wang Yi's consideration of 

suppressing strength, as long as it keeps breaking through! 

   "Hahahaha...Millions of mixed yuan units! Put them all in! Let me see how far the Yanxing Giant 

Beast can grow in the past few years!" 



   "Ang~~" 

   The excited roar of the Yanxing Giant Beast reverberated in the prokaryotic world. 

Chapter 100: The growth plan of Yanxing Giant Beast 

   The only thing that troubles Wang Yi is that he does not have the inheritance memory of the Yan 

Xing Behemoth, so he has to find out what treasure the Yan Xing Behemoth needs to devour and grow. 

   But... it doesn’t matter, the amount of information in the virtual universe is huge. As long as there 

is a channel, even the information of the Yanxing Giant Beast can be collected. 

Just like the golden horn behemoth grows by devouring metal... the constant star golden horn 

behemoth mainly devours a large amount of b-level metal to increase the growth rate, the flame star 

behemoth can also speed up the'inner world' by devouring the rare and exotic treasures of the 

corresponding attribute. Growth rate. 

  Wang Yi is now a four-star customer of Universe Galaxy Bank, he can go to buy the corresponding 

news, or post a reward for help in a special forum. 

   What he released was the best plan for the fastest growth rate of the Flame Star Giant Beast, the 

constant star level, and what treasures can be swallowed at the master level. 

   The help posts sent by four-star customers are also very conspicuous in this forum. 

   Here, three-star customers start, four-star customers are everywhere, and even five-star predators 

occasionally haunt them, and they exchange some unknown secret information in the universe. 

   can appear here, it is impossible for ordinary people. 

   Wang Yi received some replies soon. 

   "That's it, the Yanxing Giant Beast grew up like this..." Wang Yi's spirit was lifted. 

  In fact, the Yanxing Giant Beast mainly relies on the energy of the stellar energy to grow, and it can 

grow to the master level! But the speed will get slower and slower. 

   However, there are also many treasures that can increase the growth rate of the Yanxing 

Behemoth! 

   For example, a four-star forum customer gave the best growth plan from a constant star to a 

cosmic level, which is to devour the ‘geocentric stone’! 

   This is an extremely rare type of energy crystal that exists in the core of the planet, which can 

greatly increase the growth rate of the Yanxing behemoth! 

   But the geocentric stone is very rare, generally only one in a hundred planets can be found, which 

makes the price very expensive! 

  Excavating this requires very advanced technology and means, otherwise it may cause great 

damage to the planet, so mining is extremely difficult. 

   One price requires 200,000 cosmic coins to start! 
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   The constant star flame star behemoth needs about three hundred, and it can grow to the 

universe level within a year! 

   If it is cosmic level 1 to cosmic ninth order, and the number required for each level is doubled, to 

upgrade to cosmic ninth order, it only takes three years to rely on geocentric stones alone, and that 

number is already amazing! 

   Of course, to Wang Yi now, it's nothing! 

purchase! purchase! purchase! 

   But when the Yanxing behemoth grows to the ninth cosmic level, the role of the geocentric stone 

is no longer great, and then a more advanced and precious treasure is needed. The four-star forum 

member, the plan for him is the sun stone! 

   This is an energy crystal born in a star, containing very large and pure stellar energy, and some 

unique materials that are critical to the growth of the Yanxing behemoth, which can help the Yanxing 

behemoth to rapidly expand its internal world! 

The “sun stone” is even rarer than the “geocentric stone”. It only exists in the core of a star. The internal 

temperature of the star is as high as tens of millions or even hundreds of millions of degrees. It is very 

difficult and takes a long time. Generally, only very powerful world masters or immortal gods can be 

found inside, and not every star can produce a'sun stone'. 

   A "sun stone" is calculated in grams, and each gram is worth 0.3 mixed yuan unit! 

   And the first-tier Yanxing behemoth of the domain master needs to consume about 15 grams of 

mixed yuan units every day, which means it takes 4.5 mixed yuan units every day to evolve! 

   Domain master level 1st, domain master level 2nd, domain master level 3rd...the more you need 

as you reach the back! 

   If it is said that the'Earth Center Stone' is swallowed, it will take about three years from the first 

cosmic level to the ninth cosmic level. 

   Then, it will only take thirty years for the Yanxing Giant Beast to go from the first tier of the domain 

master to the ninth tier of the domain master! 

   Normally, the growth rate of the Flame Star Behemoth is the fastest among all the Star Behemoths 

of the Peak Bloodline. 

   The golden horn monster generally grows at a speed from a hundred years to a universe level, a 

thousand years to a domain master level, and ten thousand years to a world master level! 

  The general growth rate of the Flame Star Giant Beast is 30 years to the universe level, 300 years to 

the domain master level, and 3,000 years to the world master level! 

   But using the best evolution plan to swallow various treasures, the growth rate can be shortened 

by more than ten times! 



   Earth Center Stone and Sun Stone are just one of the materials needed for the evolution of the 

Yanxing Giant Beast, at best they are only the most important one! 

   If you use this enthusiastic four-star customer's plan, you will have to invest a lot of money and 

resources to make the Yanxing Monster get the best evolution! 

   However, as far as Wang Yi is concerned, as long as it can be solved with money, it is not a 

problem! 

   First of all, it is the "Earth Center Stone" that can allow the Yanxing Giant Beast to evolve from a 

constant star to a cosmic level within a year. Although the "Earth Center Stone" is indeed rare and 

precious, looking at the entire universe, there are still a lot of them. 

   In the virtual universe and various malls, it is available for sale! 

250,000 Cosmic Coins and a "Earth Center Stone", Wang Yi spent 25 billion Cosmic Coins to purchase the 

first batch of 100,000, and 150 "Earth Center Stones" are enough for the Yanxing Giant Beast to become 

permanent within three months. The seventh-level star evolves to the first-level universe. 

After   , it will be used to upgrade it from the first cosmic level to the ninth cosmic level. If you don’t 

have enough, you can buy it again. Wang Yi is not short of money! 

   In addition to the ‘center of the earth’, there are other matching treasure materials, which cost 

about 41.5 billion cosmic coins! 

   And ‘Sun Stone’, buy a full ton! 

   One gram of sun stone is approximately equal to 0.3 mixed yuan unit, and one kilogram is equal to 

1000 grams, which is 300 mixed yuan unit! 

The first-tier Yanxing behemoth of the domain master needs to swallow about 15 grams of sunstone 

every day. If it takes 1,000 days for the first-tier domain master to evolve to the second-tier domain 

master, it will be 15,000 grams, 4,500 mixed yuan units. A wealth comparable to half of the average 

immortal, enough to bankrupt 450 pinnacle masters together! This is only the first level of the domain 

master level, and the more you get to the back, the more ‘food’ you need! 

  Domain master level two, need to swallow 30 grams of sunstone every day, longer 

duration...domain master level three...domain master level four... 

   all the way to the ninth level of the domain master, and this process will continue for thirty years! 

   This is only a part of the material, and requires a lot of money to consume other materials and 

treasures. 

   One ton of Sun Stone cost Wang Yi a full 300,000 mixed yuan unit, plus other treasure resources, 

that is 500,000 mixed yuan unit invested! 

   Wang Yi originally had nearly 1.36 million mixed yuan units on his body, which has shrunk by more 

than one-third! 

   Spending money like flowing water! 



   But for Wang Yi, as long as he can quickly improve his first clone, the strength of the Yanxing Giant 

Beast, everything is worth it. 

   The current investment is to get greater returns in the future! 

   At the same time, Wang Yi is still collecting the secret method of the Yanxing Giant Beast, but so 

far he has not received a useful answer. 

   In the prokaryotic world of Wang Yi's body, a giant flame star is flying and moving its body, like a 

black and red fighter plane gliding at high speed, and there is a prokaryotic inner world inside the giant 

flame star. 

   It was a volcanic lava continent hundreds of kilometers long in the endless red mist, and in the 

middle, it gathered into a lava lake. 

  The core of the Yanxing Giant Beast is the pronucleus! The core of the pronucleus is the inner 

world! Swallowing a large number of treasure resources is also to make this inner world expand and 

become more perfect. Only when the inner world expands, can the Yanxing behemoth break through! 

   is different from the golden horn behemoth constant star ninth rank, which has a metal continent 

with a length of 90 kilometers and a metal continent with a length of 1000 kilometers after breaking 

through to the cosmic level. 

  The flame star behemoth is not only twice as large as the golden horn behemoth of the same level, 

but also double the size of the golden horn behemoth in the body! 

  In other words, the constant-star level 7 Yanxing behemoth, this molten volcanic continent in its 

body, is 140 kilometers long and wide! 

   At the ninth level of the constant star, it will become a land 180 kilometers long and wide! 

 


